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Abstract: When people are exposed to information that leads them to overestimate the actual amount of genetic difference between racial groups, it can augment their racial biases. However, there is apparently no research that explores if the reverse is possible. Does teaching adolescents scientifically accurate information about genetic variation within and between United States Census races reduce their racial biases? We randomized 8th and 9th grade students (N = 166) into separate classrooms to learn for an entire week either about the topics of: (i) human genetic variation; or (ii) climate variation. In a cross-over randomized trial with clustering, we demonstrate that when students learn about genetic variation within and between racial groups it significantly changes their perceptions of human genetic variation thereby causing a significant decrease in cognitive forms of prejudice. We then replicate these findings in two computer-based randomized controlled trials (RCTs), one with adults (N = 176) and another with biology students (N = 721, 9th-12th graders). These results suggest that teaching about variation in the domain of genetics has potentially powerful impacts on social cognition during adolescence.
Throughout history the science of genetics has been used to justify policies that helped one race by harming another (Jackson Jr. & Depew, 2017). Even today the belief that races are genetically dissimilar is used to justify inter-ethnic hostility (Kimel, Huesmann, Kunst, & Halperin, 2016), prejudice (Dar-Nimrod & Heine, 2011), segregative behavior (Williams & Eberhardt, 2008), and discriminatory policies (Soylu Yalcinkaya, Estrada-Villalta, & Adams, 2017). Evidence suggests that the biology curriculum plays a role in the perpetuation of this problem (Donovan, 2015b). For example, early 20th century biology textbooks taught students about the biological superiority of the white race (Donovan, 2015b; Morning, 2011; Willinsky, 1998). Although such arguments are absent from contemporary texts (Donovan, 2015b; Morning, 2011), randomized control trials (RCTs) have demonstrated a cause-effect relationship between the treatment of race in the biology curriculum and the development of racial biases (Donovan, 2014, 2016, 2017). When students learn about the prevalence of particular genetic diseases in specific racial groups during middle or high school biology classes it can unintentionally lead youth to perceive more genetic variation between races than actually exists (Donovan, 2017) and thus infer that racial groups differ in intelligence for genetic reasons (Donovan, 2014, 2016, 2017). In turn, this learning affects students’ support for policies that redress racial inequality in education by influencing how students’ explain racial disparities in education (Donovan, 2016, 2017).

A biology curriculum that perpetuates racial bias by unintentionally increasing inaccurate beliefs about racial difference is inhumane because it harms those who suffer from racial discrimination. We demonstrate that teaching scientifically accurate information about genetic variation within and between the US census races can reduce racial bias by undermining the belief that racial groups are discrete. These findings establish proof of concept for the hypothesis that human genetics education can be designed to create a more humane society by reducing the prevalence of racial bias. We therefore argue that human genetics education is not a socially neutral endeavor in a racialized society such as the United States (US).

**The Humane Genetics Education Hypothesis**

The purpose of a humane genetics education is to reduce the prevalence of racial bias by changing the way that students perceive human genetic variation. Such a hypothesis raises three important questions. First, how much biological variation actually exists between and within racially defined groups? Second, why would teaching students this genetic content lead to lower levels of racial bias? After all, the belief that races differ genetically is significantly associated with the belief that racial inequality is not worthy of redress because it is a natural and unchangeable product of genes (Brueckner, Morning, & Nelson, 2005; Donovan, 2015a; Jayaratne et al., 2006; Morning, 2011). Thus, it is reasonable to predict that teaching about human genetic difference will increase racial bias. Indeed, one might point to the long history of genetically-justified racial bias in education (e.g. Jensen, 1969) as a reason for why it is not wise to discuss genetic differences between races in school biology. Yet, history is filled with scientists who challenged racism by pointing out the genetic flaws in racist beliefs (e.g. Beckwith, 2009; Feldman & Lewontin, 1975; Gould, 1996; Graves, 2015; Lewontin, 1972; Livingstone & Dobzhansky, 1962). Those scientists have argued that accurate understandings of genetic variation undermine the apparent validity of prejudiced beliefs (Jackson Jr. & Depew, 2017).

Prejudiced beliefs based in genetic thinking share a set of assumptions that are scientifically flawed (Jackson Jr. & Depew, 2017). First is the premise that people of the same race are genetically uniform. Second is the premise that people of disparate races are categorically
different. When these assumptions are combined with the belief that biologically influenced abilities are immutable, people will then argue that it is pointless to intervene socially to reduce racial inequality because race biologically determines ability. Knowing why these beliefs about genetics and race are flawed is the content of a humane genetics education.

The Content of a Humane Genetics Education

Any two humans share 99.9% of their DNA, which means that 0.1% of human DNA varies between individuals. Studies find that, on average, 4.3% of genetic variability in humans occurs between the continental populations commonly associated with US census racial groups (i.e. Africa, Asia, Pacific Islands, The Americas, Europe). In contrast, 95.7% of human genetic variation occurs between individuals within those same groups (Rosenberg et al., 2002; Rosenberg, 2011). This means that if we randomly pick two individuals from two different continental groups and compare them to two randomly picked individuals from the same group, we can expect that the former will be 4.3% more different from one another than the latter (Donovan, 2015a). These findings undermine the idea of intra-racial uniformity because they show that people of the same group are different in their variable DNA. They also show that racial groups are not discrete.

In fact, this same pattern is found repeatedly in studies of human variation (Boas, 1911; J. H. Relethford, 2002). There is more variability in skull shape, facial structure, and blood types within racially-defined populations (e.g. 89% for craniometric traits, 86% for blood types) than there is between them (e.g. 11% for craniometrics, 14% for blood types) (J. H. Relethford, 2002). Population genetic theory predicts that this same pattern will hold for any human trait that is not under different selection pressures in disparate populations (Edge & Rosenberg, 2015).

One known exception to this pattern is skin color, which varies more between populations than within populations (J. H. Relethford, 2002). Skin color changes continuously with distance from the equator (J. H. Relethford, 2002; 1997) because it is an adaptation to latitudinal differences in ultraviolet radiation (Jablonski & Chaplin, 2010). Therefore, there is no place on the planet where one can draw a line separating ‘dark-skinned’ populations from ‘light-skinned’ populations. Also, the gene variants associated with dark and light skin color are found in every major human population (Crawford et al., 2017). This means that the alleles associated with ‘light skin’ are found in ‘dark-skinned’ populations and vice versa (Crawford et al., 2017). The variants associated with dark or light skin are simply more prevalent in certain populations (Crawford et al., 2017). Both the continuous variation in skin color and the fact that groups share the genes associated with it undermine the idea that ‘Blacks’ and ‘Whites’ are discrete groups. Furthermore, because patterns of skin color variation do not match patterns of variation in other traits (i.e. blood types or skull shape), skin color cannot be used to make valid inferences about the geographic variation of other biological traits (J. H. Relethford, 2002). Thus, even if human behavior and cognition were genetically determined (and they are not, see Beckwith and Pierce (2018)), knowing a stranger’s skin color would still not permit an accurate prediction about their abilities.

Since uniformity and discreteness beliefs about race are biologically flawed, it should come as no surprise that there has never been any agreement within the biological or anthropological sciences about whether human races are biologically real (Jackson Jr. & Depew, 2017; Morning, 2011). Even today there is no scientific consensus that race is biologically real (Foster, 2009; Kaplan & Winther, 2013; Kaplan & Winther, 2013; Weiss, 2008; Yudell et al., 2016). There is, however, a consensus that population genetic data does not support racialist claims (Coop, Eisen, Nielsen, Przeworski, & Rosenberg, 2014). For instance, physical anthropologists and population
geneticists have recently argued that genetic data: (i) refutes the notion that races are biologically real (Hunley, Cabana, & Long, 2016); (ii) cannot be used to support a biological theory of race without many additional philosophical arguments (Rosenberg & Edge, in press); and (iii) refutes the idea of racially pure populations (Reich, 2018). US racial categories are an artifact of our culture, history and personal beliefs, but not our biology (Markus & Moya, 2011).

This does not mean, however, that there are absolutely no biological differences between the socially-created racial groups used in the US. If this were true, then all variation would occur within populations and there would be no variation between geographic populations. In other words, Homo sapiens would be a single population. Instead, geographic populations of humans do differ. Yet, they do not differ in the ways that many people might think. Human groups differ in the proportion of people who have certain gene variants (Rosenberg, 2011). While some gene variants are unique to a single group (7.53%) (Rosenberg, 2011), on average none of those unique variants are possessed by more than 1.65% of any population (Rosenberg, 2011). Furthermore, on average, the amount of genetic difference between geographic groups of humans is about 7 times less than the genetic differences between populations of chimpanzees (Becquet, Patterson, Stone, Przeworski, & Reich, 2007) and about 14 times less than the genetic differences between populations of white-tailed deer (Graves, 2015). The relatively small genetic differentiation between human groups is a product of the finding that 92.47% of variants within the human genome are found in two or more continental groups of humans (Rosenberg, 2011). Thus, racial groups are genetically alike because they share similar sets of within group differences (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Genetic Differences Within and Between Groups](image)

Note: This representation of human genetic variation was derived from data in Rosenberg (2011).

Nevertheless, the small proportional differences found when comparing the genomes of different US racial categories are often used to claim that racial inequality in the US is immutable because of genetics. Arthur Jensen (1969) was well known for making this kind of claim. In doing so, he overestimated the power of genes and the limits of scientific knowledge (Donovan, 2015a). For example, even when trait differences between individuals within a population are 100% associated with genes, and therefore entirely inherited, differences between populations can still be caused entirely by environmental factors (Feldman & Lewontin, 1975). If you estimate the heritability of skin color among white New Yorkers it will be high (Feldman & Lewontin, 1975). But, if you compare the skin color of white New Yorkers wintering in Florida to those who winter in New York, there will be a considerable difference in skin color between the groups that has no genetic basis (Feldman & Lewontin, 1975). To claim that racial disparities in education are caused by genetic differences between races on the basis of heritability statistics that are derived within
populations, as Jensen (1969) did, is a conceptual error (Feldman & Lewontin, 1975).

This error could also be an ideological distortion of the limits of scientific knowledge about behavior (Donovan, 2015a; Graves, 2015; R. Lewontin, 1996). Since the 1930s population geneticists and anthropologists have argued that cognitive and behavioral traits are malleable because genes produce different trait expressions in different environments because of gene-by-environment interactions (Boas, 1928; Dobzhansky, 1937). Modern research has shown that such traits are shaped through gene-by-environment interactions, epigenetics, environment, and chance (Caspi & Moffitt, 2006; Enoch, 2012; Graves, 2015; Haberstick et al., 2014; Keller, 2014; MacMahon, 1968; Okbay et al., 2016). Yet genome wide association studies have established that only 0.01% to 0.035% of variability in educational attainment is associated with any single gene variant (Okbay et al., 2016). We also know that scores on IQ tests change over time (Flynn, 1999) and their association with genetic factors depends heavily on environmental factors (Devlin, Daniels, & Roeder, 1997; Flynn, 1999; Turkheimer, Haley, Waldron, D’Onofrio, & Gottesman, 2003). To claim that racial inequality in education is immutable because of genetics is no less of a distortion of scientific knowledge today than it was in the 1970s or 1930s.

Altogether, these findings demonstrate that it is incorrect to think that individuals of the same group are genetically uniform and that disparate groups are categorically different in their genes. Instead, a more biologically accurate view of human difference is that racially-defined populations are genetically alike in their variable DNA because each of these populations share similar sets of within group genetic differences (Figure 1). The purpose of a humane genetics education is to help learners make sense of these ideas in order to reduce their racial biases. Another purpose of a humane genetics education is to help learners understand that claims about race and genetics are not socially-neutral. When people claim that economic or educational inequalities between races are the result of genetic differences between races (e.g. Wade, 2014) they often misrepresent, willfully ignore, or misunderstand the complexities of human genetic variation (Coop et al., 2014; Donovan, 2015a; Feldman, 2014; R. Lewontin, 1996). A humane genetics education helps students understand that inequality is not the inevitable product of genes, but it is socially constructed, in part, by overly-simplified beliefs about genetics (R. Lewontin, 1996). Since prejudice is significantly associated with misunderstandings of human genetic variation (Donovan, 2017; Kimel et al., 2016; Williams & Eberhardt, 2008; Yzerbyt, Corneille, & Estrada, 2001) learning this genetic content for this humane purpose should reduce racial bias.

**Reducing Racial Bias by Learning About Human Genetic Variation**

The theory of change in a humane genetics education begins with how youth perceive human genetic variation. Studies estimate that 75% of college students taking introductory biology and genetic courses do not know that there is more genetic variation within ethnic groups than between them (Bowling et al., 2008). Among anthropology students, Hubbard (2017) found that 29% believed that there are more biological differences between two races than between individuals within a single race. A study by Donovan (2017) found that students (N = 135, 7th-9th graders) attending high socioeconomic status (SES) schools in the San Francisco Bay Area perceived 43% of genetic and phenotypic differences between racial groups and 57% within racial groups. It appears that students perceive far too much genetic variation across races and far too little within races. Due to the large mismatch between students’ perceptions of human genetic variation and the actual scientific estimates of such variation, curriculum and instruction that
reduces the perception of variation between races should cause reductions in racial bias if such perceptions are causally implicated in the development of racial bias.

The relationship between perceptions of human genetic variation and stereotype endorsement is mediated by genetic essentialism (Dar-Nimrod & Heine, 2011; Donovan, 2015b). Genetic essentialism of race is a social cognitive bias which assumes that the genes inherent in people make same race individuals physically and behaviorally uniform and people of different races physically and behaviorally discrete (Andreychik & Gill, 2014). People who believe in the genetic uniformity of same race individuals have been found to believe that stereotypes apply to all group members (Yzerbyt et al., 2001). When people believe that racial groups are biologically discrete categories they also tend to endorse racial stereotypes (Bastian & Haslam, 2006) because discreteness beliefs facilitate category-based inductions about group members (Gelman, 2004). Finally, when people believe there are inherent differences in the genes of races, they attribute cognitive and behavioral differences between races to genetics (Donovan, 2016, 2017) because believing that groups cohere around inherent characteristics accentuates uniformity and discreteness beliefs (Yzerbyt et al., 2001). Therefore, if learning undermines either the belief that races are genetically discrete or the belief that same race individuals are genetically uniform, it could reduce stereotyping by impacting these essentialist beliefs.

To our knowledge, no randomized trials have tested the hypothesis that constructing an accurate understanding of human genetic variation can cause a reduction in these forms of racial bias. Previous studies have found that when biology education causes adolescents to perceive too much genetic variation between races it also causes an increase in genetic essentialism (Donovan, 2017). Thus, it should be possible to run this process in reverse and reduce racial bias. For instance, Aboud and Fenwick (1999) found that increasing adolescents’ perceptions of observable differences (non-genetic) between individuals of the same race can reduce stereotyping among white students who are high in prejudice. Tawa (2016) found that exposing a single cohort of 31 adolescents to a five-hour intervention that taught about the biological similarity of people was associated with a reduction in genetic essentialism. Yet, since his study was non-experimental Tawa (2016) could not establish if his intervention caused these effects. Moreover, his study did not explore whether changes in genetic knowledge mediated the declines in genetic essentialism he observed. Hubbard (2017) found that undergraduates’ (N = 296) misconceptions about genetic variation and race declined as they learned four key ideas about human genetic difference. But, like Tawa (2016), Hubbard (2017) could not attribute these declines to her intervention because she used a non-experimental pre-post design. Nor did she explore whether the declines in misconceptions were associated with changes in students’ racial biases.

In sum, extant research and theory are consistent with the claim that genetic essentialism and stereotyping can be reduced by changing perceptions of human genetic variation. How, then, does one design and implement a humane genetics education?

**Design and Implementation of a Humane Genetics Education**

Science educators (e.g., Donovan, 2015b) have situated genetic essentialism within the theory of conceptual change (Strike & Posner, 1992) because it is a misconception that is negatively associated with biology learning (e.g. see Emmons & Kelemen, 2015; Evans et al., 2010; Opfer, Nehm, & Ha, 2012; Shtulman & Schulz, 2008). However, the cognitive work of changing genetic essentialist race conceptions through genetics education is socially situated for
students within schools. Thus, before attending to any theory of conceptual change, it is important to discuss why schooling is both an ideal and a difficult place to change racial beliefs.

Racial stereotyping develops, in part, because students use essentialist beliefs to make sense of racialized patterns observable within school (Bigler & Liben, 2007; K. Pauker, Ambady, & Apfelbaum, 2010; Kristin Pauker, Xu, Williams, & Biddle, n.d.). Refuting essentialist beliefs about race in school is thus a potentially powerful place to intervene in order to reduce prejudices in US society as people actively construct explanations for racial difference in school (Bigler & Liben, 2007; Carter, 2012; Donovan, 2014, 2016, 2017; Morning, 2011). At the same time, beliefs about inherent differences between groups may be difficult to change because adolescents use them to explain social disparities observable in their lives (Cimpian & Salomon, 2014).

Studies suggest that educational attempts to reduce racial prejudice in adolescent-aged students are more successful if they include information known to reduce prejudice that fits into the zone of proximal development of students (Aboud & Fenwick, 1999). If too complex, then using scientific information to correct biased thinking can backfire (Lewandowsky et al., 2012). For example, when interventions challenge a myth with a scientific fact, they create an association between the myth and the fact, which increases the risk that students will conflate myth and fact, thereby leading to greater belief in the myth at a later date (Lewandowsky et al., 2012). This backfiring process, which we call the “Lewandowsky effect”, is more probable when interventions seek to replace a simple explanation for the world with a more complex one (Lewandowsky et al., 2012) as we attempt here. The challenge, then, is to select the right information for students to learn, and to scaffold that learning to prevent backfiring.

**Scaffolds implemented to prevent backfiring.** Studies grounded in conceptual change have found that belief in misconceptions can be reduced through a skillfully designed refutational curriculum that triggers a misconception, labels it as incorrect, refutes it with evidence, and provides an alternative way of understanding the phenomena originally explained by the misconception (Guzzetti, Snyder, Glass, & Gamas, 1993; Lewandowsky et al., 2012; Van den Broek, 2010). A well-designed refutational approach does not simply tell learners about how to think about the world differently after a discrepant event; rather it introduces them to a more useful way of understanding the world. For an alternative explanation to be useful it must be plausible to the learner, which means that it must be congruent with, and connected to, other concepts the learner uses to make sense of the world (Lewandowsky et al., 2012). A good alternative explanation also helps the learner understand why prior explanations based in misinformation are flawed and why people tend to believe misinformation (Lewandowsky et al., 2012). When these criteria are met there is a lower probability of backfiring.

The intervention created for this study was aligned with this specific refutational approach. It was designed to elicit biological essentialist beliefs about race (i.e. uniformity, discreteness) and then label them as biologically inaccurate through a discrepant event. Then, we prepared learners for an alternative explanation of the discrepant event by using contrasting cases (Schwartz & Bransford, 1998) of genetic data to help students understand why essentialism is genetically flawed and how anti-essentialist models of human difference are genetically accurate (see Table 1). Contrasting cases were used to scaffold this portion of the intervention because the use of anomalous data to create conceptual change can be ineffective when learners construe data through their pre-conceptions (Chinn & Malhotra, 2002). After learning from contrasting cases of genetic data, students were told an alternative explanation of racial difference. Then, we used scientific argumentation scaffolds (Osborne, Donovan, Henderson, MacPherson, & Wild, 2016) to support
learners in an activity that asked them to critique an essentialist claim about race using their newly developed knowledge of human genetic variation. This last step of the learning process further supported conceptual change because argumentative critique has been found to support student sense-making in science (Ford, 2012).

The success of this intervention strategy depends, in part, on whether learners will adopt the alternative explanation about racial difference that we offer to them. We offered learners the idea that racial inequality is not a consequence of genetics, rather it is socially-constructed through incorrect genetic beliefs. Students were told that Americans develop incorrect ideas about human genetic variation for two possible reasons. First, there is a lot of misinformation about race and genetics in our culture. This misinformation has been promulgated by individuals who have a racially-biased social agenda. Such individuals try to convince other people that racial stereotypes are caused by genetics because they want to mislead people into thinking that racial inequality is natural and therefore not worthy of redress. Next, we told students that one possible reason why people tend to believe misleading information about race is because people live in segregated communities in the United States. Since segregation causes social isolation, it prevents people from seeing that individuals in another group are similar to them. It also prevents them from seeing that they differ from people in their own group in the same way that people in another group differ from each other. If individuals never get to have these social interactions, because of segregation, then it will be difficult for individuals to see that people of different races are alike because they share similar sets of within group differences. Therefore, people will tend to believe misinformation about race and genetics because no one has ever taught them an alternative way of thinking about genetic variation within and between races (e.g. the image in Figure 1).

**The importance of contrasting cases.** Adoption of this alternative explanation is more probable if students possess prior knowledge for understanding it (Alvermann, Smith, & Readence, 1985). Yet learners do not possess well-differentiated prior knowledge about genetic variation that would allow them to understand why essentialism is flawed (Bowling et al., 2008; Donovan, 2017; Hubbard, 2017b). We therefore designed our intervention using Schwartz and Bransford's (1998) “time for telling” framework to help learners differentiate genetics information that is consistent with, or which conflicts with, genetic essentialism. Schwartz and Bransford (1998) argue that opportunities to analyze information in sets of contrasting cases helps learners to perceive features that make a case distinct, thereby helping the learner differentiate information so it can be used in subsequent learning activities, such as reading informational texts (Schwartz & Bransford, 1998). We used contrasting cases to help learners see how genetic data is inconsistent with genetic essentialism so that students could comprehend the complex ideas that were presented in our alternative explanation for racial difference. Table 1 shows an example of this approach.

The contrasting cases introduced learners to counterfactual sets of data that either supported or refuted claims linked to belief in biological essentialism of race. For example, when learners were evaluating a claim about within group variation, such as “same race individuals are genetically different”, they would first be presented with a representation of genetic data that would perfectly support the claim that same race people are genetically different (Table 1a). Then, they would be presented with data in the same graphical format that would perfectly refute this claim (Table 1b). These counterfactuals helped learners to differentiate patterns of human genetic variation by aiding their perception of how data would have to look to be consistent or inconsistent with an essentialist model of human difference. Learners were told that these contrasting cases were fictional and were created to help them make sense of the actual genetic data (Table 1c).
Learners were then given the actual genomic data in the same graphical format along with a text that explained how to interpret it (Table 1c). The real data resembled the anti-essentialist counterfactual, but it did not perfectly match it. Instead, the real data shared a deep structure with the anti-essentialist counterfactual. Students were thus instructed to argue whether the real data more closely matched the essentialist or anti-essentialist data. Then, learners were asked to use the real data to make an argument either for or against the claim that “individuals of the same race are genetically different” (Table 1c). After, learners were told how to interpret the data (Table 1d).
Using analogical induction to help learners identify the deep structure shared between the anti-essentialist counterfactual and real genetic data should result in more efficient learning of the anti-essentialist model (see Shemwell, Chase, & Schwartz, 2015). It should also increase the probability that learners transfer this model to other portions of the intervention (see Shemwell, Chase, & Schwartz, 2015). For instance, when exploring between group variation we asked learners to attend to proportional distinctions across pie charts in Table 1. This provided learners with an opportunity to see that groups share the same sets of gene variants, but each group is unique because it contains different proportions of people who possess each variant. This sets up a time to tell learners about a new deep structure in the data, which is the idea that different races are genetically alike because they share similar sets of within group gene differences (Figure 1). After helping learners make sense of these ideas, they were told the alternative explanation described above and then asked to engage in the critique portion of the intervention described earlier.

**Summary.** In essence, we use contrasting cases to scaffold data interpretation and scientific argumentation to create a “time for telling” students about an alternative, non-essentialist, explanation of human genetic difference. Our framework uses the principles of refutational texts, analogical transfer, and argumentative critique in order to facilitate conceptual change and reduce the probability of backfiring. At present, no studies have demonstrated that learning information about the complexities of human genetic variation will actually reduce racial bias. Yet, as we have argued, there are good reasons to think that learning about variation in the domain of genetics can powerfully influence social cognition. At the same time, the cognitive complexities of a humane genetics education lend themselves to misinterpretation in US culture, where ideas about genetic variation and race are usually used to rationalize inequality rather than challenge it (Morning, 2011). Since those rationalizations are constructed and practiced in schools (Bigler & Liben, 2007; Donovan, 2017; Morning, 2011; Willinsky, 1998) it is a worthy cause to explore if racial beliefs can be changed through a more humane genetics education.

**Research Questions and Hypotheses**

The main research question driving our study is thus: Does learning scientifically accurate information about genetic variation within and between US census racial groups cause a significant reduction in genetic essentialism and racial stereotyping? Our first two analyses test the predictions that teaching students scientifically accurate information about human genetic variation causes students to: (H₁) perceive proportionally less genetic variation between US census races relative to the total variation in humans (i.e. within and between races); and (H₂) exhibit less racial bias (i.e. endorsement of biological essentialism and racial stereotypes). Then, we directly test the mediational hypothesis that a humane genetics education reduces racial bias by changing perceptions of human genetic variation (H₃). Afterwards, we test whether reductions in racial bias are reversed over time because of the backfiring effect described by Lewandowsky et al. (2012).

**Methods**

To test our hypotheses, we use three different RCTs. In RCT 1, we estimate the impact of learning about human genetic variation over an entire week using a group-based version of our intervention. Then, in RCTs 2-3 we use a 45-minute computerized version of our intervention to explore the effects of a humane genetics education in a sample of adults and in a sample of
adolescents from a geographically diverse set of schools. We meta-analyze the effect sizes from these RCTs to explore their reproducibility. Then, we test whether a single mediating mechanism can account for the findings in each RCT. Finally, we test for ‘Lewandowsky effects’ by exploring the duration of treatment effects over three weeks using a subset of our third sample (n = 283).

Sample Descriptions of RCTs 1-3

RCT 1. We recruited students (N = 166) from a high SES private middle school (n = 52, 8th graders) and a high SES public high school (n = 114, 9th graders) in the San Francisco Bay Area (Mage = 14.3, SDage = 0.74, % Female = 53%). A minority of students (6.8%) at the high school were eligible for free and reduced-price lunch (FRPL). The sample self-identified as White (48%), Mixed-race (19.88%), Asian (18.1%), and Hispanic (5.42%), with fewer students identifying as Black and Pacific-Islander (1.2% each). The remaining students declined to pick one of the US census categories (6.02%). Students were not paid for their efforts.

RCT 2. The purpose of RCT 2 was to pilot the computerized version of our intervention to test if it worked as intended before using it with students. We recruited adults (N = 176) from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk website. Participants were paid $9.00 for their efforts. The sample of adults self-identified as White (76.7%), Black (13.6%), Mixed-Race (3.9%), Hispanic (3.9%) and Asian (1.7%). The majority of participants self-identified as female (63%) and the average age was 41 years old (SD = 12.24, range 21-73). Participants identified their political orientation as Republican (26%), Independent (24.43%), and Democrat (49.57%). Participants had either never finished high school, graduated high school but did not finish college, or earned associate degrees.

RCT 3. This sample of 9th-12th graders (N=721) was recruited from five schools. Two were public high schools in major cities in Colorado (33.34%). In California, the one public high school was located in the San Francisco Bay Area (41.19% of sample; same school in RCT1). We also sampled one public high school in the Greater Boston, Massachusetts area (20.39% of sample) and one private high school in the Washington DC area (4.99% of sample). FRPL in the two Colorado high schools was high at one site (FRPL = 66%) and low at the other (FRPL = 12.1%). FRPL for the remaining schools was low (Washington DC = 0%, Boston = 25.9%, California = 6.8%). The percent of white students at each school ranged from 71% in Boston to 20% at one of the Colorado sites. Participating students self-identified their race as White (61.7%), Asian (19.8%), Mixed-Race (9.9%), Hispanic (4.9%), Black (2.4%), Pacific-Islander (.55%), and American-Indian (.4%). The mean age of students was 15 (SD = 1.02, range 14-18) and 47.7% identified as female. Students were in 9th grade (54.1%), 10th grade (19.6%), 11th grade (25.9%), and 12th grade (.4%).

We attempted to recruit twice as many schools, especially those serving lower income students, more racially diverse populations, or those located in more politically conservative areas. However, district research offices for these schools rejected our study. One district research coordinator even rejected the study in an email because its intended purpose was to assess “psychological bias based on racial stereotyping”. While this sample is geographically diverse, it is predominantly high SES, majority white, and it includes schools that had district research priorities that were aligned with our research goals. Students were not paid for their efforts.
Treatments Used in RCTs 1-3

RCT 1. A full description of the race and human genetic variation intervention used in RCT 1 can be found in the supplemental. In brief, the RCT 1 intervention taught students about the amount of genetic and phenotypic variability within US census races and between them. It also taught students how people tend to misrepresent those differences when claiming that race is biologically real. In contrast, the climate variation control condition taught students about the amount of temperature and precipitation variability within and between climate zones. Likewise, it taught students how people tend to misrepresent those differences when claiming that climate change is not real. Each intervention was designed to align with the core ideas, cross-cutting concepts, and practices of the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS, 2016).

Table 2 provides an overview of how the treatments differed in RCT 1. Both treatments employed the same instructional framework (outlined in our conceptual framework) and both involved the same time spent on each task. The two interventions differed only in content objectives. We used a unit on climate variation for a control condition for two reasons. First, this unit taught about the concept of variation just like the race condition. Second, it is a politically controversial issue just like the topic of racial difference. This treatment-control contrast ensures that both groups learn about controversial topics in the media associated with scientific estimates of variation, thereby controlling for cognitive and political confounding. This is important because biological beliefs about race are ideological issues (R. Lewontin, 1996). To not control for ideology would undercut our claim to have run randomized controlled trials.

It might be argued that a more clinically-relevant control condition would involve business-as-usual (BAU) materials involving race and genetics, such as learning about the prevalence of genetic diseases in various racial groups. However, previous studies have found that such materials increase genetic essentialism (Donovan, 2014, 2016, 2017). Other studies have found that merely exposing individuals to genetic information primes belief in genetic essentialism (Lynch, Bevan, Achter, Harris, & Condit, 2008). Since we wanted to have an inert control we did not use either of these BAU controls. Arguably, the effects we estimate in this paper are smaller than those that will be found if our intervention is compared to such BAU controls in the future.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core Ideas Taught</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Core Ideas</th>
<th>NGSS standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Scientists do not agree about whether race is biologically real.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>LS3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 99.9% of the DNA between any two humans is identical. When geneticists look at the variable portion of human DNA (0.1%) they find:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.i</td>
<td>LS3B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) 95.7% of differences are between people of the same race.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.i, 3</td>
<td>LS4A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) 4.3% of differences are between people of different races</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.i, 2.ii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Skin color changes continuously as one moves away from the equator. But, there is more variation in skin color across races than within races.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. When people make arguments about the superiority of one race over another they tend to overestimate the amount of genetic difference between races.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core Ideas Taught</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Core Ideas</th>
<th>NGSS standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Scientists agree that the climate is changing.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
<td>ESS2D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Weather and the climate are different concepts.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2, 3</td>
<td>ESS3D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. When scientists support claims about climate change they use data on climate variation and not weather variation. For example, if we look over the last 100 years:</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2, 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) We can see that daily and monthly temperatures and precipitation change – this weather variation occurs within a climate zone and cannot be used to evaluate climate change.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) But, when we look across large land areas and periods of time greater than 30 years we see a continuous increase in the average temperature and precipitation across the United States – this climate variation data can be used to evaluate claims about climate change.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. When people make arguments that climate change is not real they tend to incorrectly use evidence about the weather to evaluate claims about climate.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RCTs 2-3. For these studies we distilled the ideas in Table 2 into two 45-minute computer-based interventions using the learning approaches laid out in our conceptual framework (Table 1). The interventions were delivered through the Qualtrics platform. These computer-based interventions were vetted by the advisory board of our NSF grant, which included a population geneticist, sociologist, educational methodologist, developmental psychologist, two science education professors with expertise in functional and socio-linguistics, and a professor of gender and equity studies. Our materials were also vetted by three cooperating teachers and we piloted them with 8th graders and 12th graders by performing think-alouds. This process resulted in two interventions targeting the core ideas in Table 2 that were written at the same grade level (8th grade). Links to the actual computerized interventions can be found in the supplemental.

Dependent Variables in RCTs 1-3

Timing of Measurements in RCTs 1-3. In RCT 1 all instruments were administered at one-week intervals through a computer-based survey. We measured the students at baseline in RCT 1 in order to estimate the psychometric properties of our instruments and establish their convergent and discriminate validity. In RCTs 2-3, we only measured the two dependent variables after individuals were treated with the interventions in order to avoid Solomon effects (Solomon & Lessac, 1968). In RCT 3 at our California school site, we were able to collect an additional delayed post measurement of perceptions of human genetic variation and racial bias 3 weeks after students were treated in order to explore intervention backfiring via ‘Lewandowsky effects’.

Perceptions of human genetic variation (H1). We used the perceptions of biological variation measure (RCT 1: \( \alpha = 0.90; \) RCT 2: \( \alpha = 0.88; \) RCT 3: \( \alpha = 0.86 \)) which was developed and validated to measure adolescent perceptions of genetic variation within and between races (Donovan, 2017). In the first four items of this measure, students are presented with a ten by ten matrix of purple circles that represent 100 people of the same race (labeled as either “White,” “Black,” “Asian,” or “American-Indian”). The dots in these diagrams changed color randomly to become more heterogeneously colored as students moved a slider bar under the picture on a scale of 0-100% (More color variation = more within group variation = higher score). Students were asked to move the bar to a location to represent the percentage of DNA that differed between individuals of the same race. Next, students were presented with a series of six overlapping Venn-diagrams, one set for each combination of the four US census races listed above, which could be moved over each other to represent the biological difference between two groups. Students were instructed to make the Venn diagram represent the percentage of genetic material shared between the two labeled groups. Less overlap of the circles equated with a higher percent difference.

A principal components analysis supplemented with a parallel analysis demonstrated that these two item types, between and within items, were statistically discriminable (see supplemental). As in previous studies (Donovan, 2017), we averaged the between race and within race questions separately. Then, we applied Equation 1 to these data, which yielded a single proportion for each student that could take on any value between 0 and 1.

Equation 1:

\[
\text{Perceived differences between races } + \text{ Perceived differences within races }
\]
Equation 1 implies that students can increase in score on the instrument either by making the dot-diagrams less colorful and/or by placing the circles in the Venn diagrams further apart. Higher scores on this instrument (0-100%) indicate that a student perceives a greater proportion of differences between races relative to the total variation perceived within and between races. Prior to the start of the experiment, students in RCT 1 perceived, on average, 42% of human genetic variation between races (SD = 24%). Adults in the control condition of RCT 2 perceived 37% of human genetic variation between races (SD = 27%). Students in the control condition in RCT 3 perceived 36.5% of human genetic variation between races (SD = 28%).

**Racial bias (H₂).** To reduce Type I error we created a composite measure that combined a racial stereotyping instrument (see Levy, Stroessner, & Dweck, 1998) with items from two different genetic essentialism of race instruments (see Parrott et al., 2005; Williams & Eberhardt, 2008) to assess racial bias (as defined in Engberg, 2004). The instrument (RCT 1: α = 0.85; RCT 2: α = 0.85; RCT 3: α = 0.84) assessed agreement with items such as: “Racial groups are primarily determined by biology”; “two Black people will always look more similar to each other than a Black person and a White person ever would”; “Racial differences in academic ability are caused by genetics”; “A randomly picked black person will be unintelligent”. Items in each scale were standardized (Z-scored) and then averaged into a single variable of racial bias. Higher scores indicate greater bias. For example, in the supplemental, we show that students in RCT 1 scoring higher on this measure exhibited significantly greater levels of ingroup favoritism and intergroup anxiety. They were also more certain that they knew people who believed that racial inequality is natural, cannot change, and is not worthy of governmental redress. As expected, students scoring higher on this measure also perceived significantly more genetic variation between racial groups in RCT 1 (r = 0.19, p = 0.017) and in RCT 2 (r = 0.26, p = 0.016) and 3 (r = 0.13, p = 0.017).

**Cross-Over Trial Design of RCT 1**

Individual students were randomly assigned to learn about human genetic variation (the treatment) or climate variation (the control) for five, 45-minute, periods. We randomly assigned students within classrooms into two new classrooms so that students could learn in groups without introducing cluster level-correlations that reduce statistical power. Table 3 describes the design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Experimental design of RCT 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Formally, this design is called an individually randomized trial with clustering (IRTC) because individuals are randomized to experimental arms and then treated as a group (Kahan & Morris, 2013; M. J. Weiss, Lockwood, & McCaffrey, 2016). We conducted a cross-over IRTC.
where half of the students were assigned to receive the human genetic variation and race intervention first, then the climate variation intervention second (R1C2). The other half of students received the climate variation intervention first, then the race intervention second (C1R2).

After being randomized into treatment groups, students learned in separate classrooms for two weeks at each school. Random assignment created a total of 16 new classrooms. Because two different teachers implemented both interventions at each time point, we include fixed effects for teacher in our statistical modeling to control for time invariant differences between teachers.

Parallel Trial Design of RCTs 2 and 3

In our two computer-based RCTs, we block randomized individuals into experimental arms within self-identified racial groups. In RCT 3 there was an additional layer of block randomization because students were randomized to experimental arms within classrooms by self-identified race.

Analysis Summary

We report treatment effects on Z-scores of all variables, except in the mediation analyses. Standard errors are calculated at the person level because each RCT was person-randomized and there was a low intra-class correlation across classrooms for both dependent variables (e.g. prior to treatment in RCT 1, ICC = 0.02-0.071, in RCT 3, ICC = .009-.066). In the supplemental we further describe our statistical methods and demonstrate that random assignment in each RCT produced baseline equivalence. There we also show that there was no attrition and that missing data was missing at random. We also report findings from models using multiple imputation.

In RCT 1, where we test H1 and H2, we report intention to treat estimates from marginal regressions that modeled within subject correlations though an unstructured covariance matrix. To test the reproducibility of the findings supporting H1 and H2 observed in RCT 1 we compare them to the findings of RCTs 2 and 3 using a DerSimonian and Laird (1986) random effects meta-analysis. For our mediation hypothesis (H3) we use a Sobel-Goodman test augmented with bootstrapping (N = 5000 replications) in each RCT. Finally, to explore backfiring we test if effects reverse after three weeks using a subset of our third sample and multivariate regression.

Results

Initial Support for H1 and H2 in RCT 1

We predicted that the race intervention would cause declines in perceptions of human genetic variation and racial bias. Compared to the climate variation intervention (C1R2), the race variation intervention (R1C2) caused greater declines in the perception of genetic variation between races ($\chi^2 (1) = 7.10, p = 0.007$) and in levels of racial bias ($\chi^2 (1) = 9.57, p = 0.002$) ($ps < .05$, after Bonferroni adjustment) between time points one and two (Figure 2A-B). After treatment at time point 2, students in the race condition (R1C2) also perceived significantly less genetic variation between races ($\beta = -.524, SE = .191, p = 0.006, d = -0.59$) and also exhibited significantly less racial bias ($\beta = -.308, SE = .128, p = 0.016, d = -0.48$) ($ps < .05$, after Bonferroni adjustment) than students in the climate condition (C1R2) (Figure 2A-B).

When the second half of students received the race variation intervention, they also declined significantly more in the perception of genetic difference ($\chi^2 (1) = 21.7, p = 0.0001$) and
in racial bias ($\chi^2(1) = 31.67, p = 0.0001$) ($ps < .05$, after Bonferroni adjustment) compared to students who received the climate variation intervention second. Thus, our results are replicated in our cross-over design of RCT 1. Teaching these students about human genetic variation caused a reduction in racial bias ($H_2$) and the perception that races are genetically different ($H_1$).

**Figure 2. Treatment effects for confirmatory analyses**

A. Hypothesis One

![Treatment Effect on Perceptions of Human Genetic Variation (PHGV)](image)

B. Hypothesis Two

![Treatment Effect on Racial Bias](image)

Notes: An important distinction to make in the interpretation of these graphs is when students in each experimental arm were treated with the race and human genetic variation intervention. Between timepoints 1 and 2, the R1C2 group received the race intervention and the C1R2 group received the climate intervention. Between timepoints 2 and 3 the R1C2 group received the climate intervention and the C1R2 group received the race intervention.

**Reproducibility of $H_1$ and $H_2$ Findings in RCTs 2-3**

Having established support for our hypotheses in RCT 1, we then explored the reproducibility of our findings by comparing the effect sizes of RCTs 1-3. Figure 3 represents the results of a DerSimonian and Laird (1986) random effects meta-analysis of the treatment effects of the race intervention on the variables used in each of the three RCTs.

**Figure 3. Forest plot of random effects meta-analyses of RCTs 1-3**

Note: The red diamond refers to the meta-analytic mean effect and confidence interval of the race intervention on each variable. Grey boxes and confidence intervals show the mean effect of the intervention in each RCT. Confidence intervals that do not overlap zero show a significant effect at $p < 0.05$. For RCT 1, we use the marginal treatment effects from time point 2 in Figure 2.
**Perceptions of human genetic variation (H1).** As Figure 3 shows, RCTs 2 and 3 replicate the treatment effects on perceptions of human genetic variation observed in RCT 1 because each RCT produced the same effect magnitude (Cochrane's $Q = 1.72$, df = 2, $p = 0.424$, $I^2 = 0\%$). Learning about human genetic variation results in a three-quarters standard deviation reduction in perceptions of human genetic variation (Cohen’s $d = -0.755$, 95% CI [-0.876, -0.634]).

**Racial bias (H2).** Figure 3 shows that across all three RCTs, learning about human genetic variation through our interventions caused a significant mean reduction in racial bias (Cohen’s $d = -0.425$, 95% CI [-0.721, -0.129]). But, there was significant variability across studies in the magnitude of this effect (Cochrane's $Q = 8.64$, df = 2, $p = 0.013$, $I^2 = 76.84\%$). The reductions in racial bias appear greater in RCT 2 ($d = -0.663$, 95% CI [-0.957, -0.369]) and RCT 1 (Cohen’s $d = -0.476$, 95% CI [-0.786, -0.166]) compared to RCT 3 ($d = -0.203$, 95% CI [-0.350, -0.056]).

**Support for Hypothesis 3 in RCTs 1-3.**

Having found evidence in support of our first two hypotheses, we then explored whether the effect of the race intervention on racial bias was transmitted by changes in perceptions of human genetic variation (H3). Figure 4 summarizes the results of these tests. In RCT 1, we find that 22.5% of the total reduction in racial bias caused by the race intervention is transmitted through perceptions of human genetic variation (bootstrapped indirect effect: $\beta = -0.093$, 95% CI [-.201, -.028]). In RCT 2, we find that 18.6% of the total reduction in racial bias caused by the race intervention is transmitted through perceptions of human genetic variation (bootstrapped indirect effect: $\beta = -0.053$, 95% CI [-.129, -.011]). In RCT 3, we find that 44.8% of the total reduction in racial bias caused by the race intervention is transmitted through perceptions of human genetic variation (bootstrapped indirect effect: $\beta = -0.086$, 95% CI [-.148, -.032]). As these effects are not significantly different, learning about genetic variation appears to reduce racial bias by changing how adolescents perceive human genetic variation.

**Figure 4. Exploratory tests of the mediated treatment effect (hypothesis 3)**

Notes: ***$p < 0.001$, NS = not statistically significant. For RCT 1 we tested for mediation using the data only from the first half of the cross-over trial at time point 2.
To understand how this occurred, we re-ran each mediation model using a disaggregated form of the perceptions of human genetic variation instrument, using only the between group items or only the within group items. In RCTs 1-3 we found no evidence of an indirect effect using the within group items (-.030 ≤ βs ≤ -.00049, ps ≥ 0.28) but we did find evidence of an indirect effect using the between group items (-.126 ≤ βs ≤ -.052, ps ≤ 0.019). Therefore, learning about human genetic variation appears to reduce racial bias by affecting how students perceive the discreteness of racial categories rather than how students perceive the uniformity of same race individuals.

**Duration of Effects in RCT 3**

Having found evidence in support of the humane genetics education hypothesis we then explored whether the effects on racial bias persisted over time. We collected a delayed post measurement of both dependent variables three weeks after treatment at our California school site (RCT 3, n = 266). Using ordinary least squares regression, we found that students in the race condition still perceived significantly less variability between US census races than students assigned to the climate condition (β = -.09, SE = .032, p = 0.008) and also had significantly lower levels of racial bias (β = -.26, SE = .095, p = 0.006). We then conducted a time-lagged mediation model to explore if changes in perceptions of genetic variation measured immediately after treatment mediated reductions in racial bias three weeks later. We found that 32% of the treatment effect on racial bias in the delayed post was mediated by changes in how students perceived genetic variation immediately after they were treated three weeks earlier (Indirect effect β = -.078, SE = .039, p = 0.048). Since these effects were not reversed, there is no evidence that the race intervention backfired due to a ‘Lewandowsky effect’. In the supplemental we support this claim further by using a multi-level Bayesian analysis of our data.

**Discussion**

Across three RCTs we demonstrate that when students were taught scientifically accurate information about human genetic variation, it reduced their perception that races are genetically different and their racial bias. These findings establish proof of concept for the hypothesis that human genetics education can be used to create a more humane society (i.e. less prejudiced) by influencing social cognition. We predicted these effects on the basis of prior research which suggested that learning about human genetic variation could reduce racial bias either by undermining the belief that same race people are genetically uniform and/or the idea that racial groups are discrete and non-overlapping categories. Our mediation analyses suggest that racial bias was reduced by our interventions primarily because individuals perceived less between group variation rather than more within group variation. However, this finding does not mean that learning about within group variation is unimportant as the two forms of variation are proportionally related. A learner must make sense of within group variation if they are to understand between group variation or the idea that racial groups are genetically alike in their variable DNA because they share similar sets of within group differences (Figure 1). Constructing an understanding of these concepts together reduced racial bias.

To elaborate further, when people are led to believe that scientists can distinguish one group from another based on traits that are similar within a group and different between groups, they are more likely to search for an underlying essence to differentiate ingroups from outgroups (Yzerbyt et al., 2001). Increased belief in an inherent essence then leads individuals to evaluate
ingroups more favorably than outgroups (Yzerbyt et al., 2001) and to categorize people into more discrete racial groups (Chao, Hong, & Chiu, 2013). In turn, a belief in racial discreteness has been found to lead people to stereotype outgroups more strongly because it causes them to perceive illusory correlations between outgroups and traits (Yzerbyt et al., 2001). Arguably, we ran this mechanism in reverse. By helping learners construct an understanding of genetic variation within and between groups, our interventions changed how students perceived between group variation, which reduced racial bias by undermining belief in racial discreteness.

An ambiguity in our findings is how instructional delivery and sampling characteristics interact to affect their replicability. We used two different kinds of interventions that differed because they involved or did not involve group-based discussions. We then tested these two different instructional approaches on two different populations (adolescent & adult). The invariance of the treatment effects on perceptions of human genetic variation across all three RCTs suggest that a humane genetics education can reduce the perception of genetic variation between US census races in samples of similar demographics drawn from culturally similar schools. These changes in perceptions of human genetic variation should be possible if teachers use curriculum and instruction that is aligned with the learning theory and ideas of a humane genetics education.

Whether teachers can reproduce the effect on racial bias is somewhat less certain than whether they can reproduce the effect on perceptions of human genetic variation. Our longer group-based intervention and shorter computer-based intervention both caused significant reductions in racial bias among adolescent learners (RCTs 1 & 3) but there was significant treatment effect variability in the magnitude of these reductions. For instance, the reductions in RCT 1 were greater than the reductions in RCT 3. Aboud and Fenwick (1999) argue that school-based debiasing interventions work better when high and low prejudice students talk together. They found that when high prejudice students make stereotypical claims about a group, low prejudice students would propose counter-examples to the stereotype during classroom discussions. In this zone of proximal development, high prejudice students revised their thinking through social interaction. Students in RCT 1 argued about racial difference using genetic evidence in small groups whereas students in RCTs 2 and 3 did not. Therefore, the cognitive work of learners during a humane genetics education arguably needs to be mediated by teachers and situated within group discussions for many days to produce a substantial reduction in racial bias. A computer-based intervention could be unsuccessful at reducing racial bias or even backfire in some schools.

Social norms surrounding the acceptability of racist speech at the schools we sampled could also be an enabling factor for the reductions in racial bias we observed. Monteiro et al. (2009) have found that older white children from working class families in Portugal impede blatantly racist thoughts when they sense anti-racist norms in their cultural environment. But they express these racially biased thoughts when they believe it is socially-acceptable. Since we were only able to sample school districts with research priorities aligned with reducing stereotyping, it is possible that we only observed reductions in racial bias because the students we sampled were changing their beliefs to act in accordance with the social norms of their school culture. However, experiments conducted in US public high schools rather than Portuguese psychology laboratories have found that social norms strongly affect discriminatory behavior but have no impact on beliefs (Paluck & Shepherd, 2012). Furthermore, there are good reasons to think that the racial bias effects we observed were not due to social desirability bias.

First, we demonstrated that reductions in racial bias were transmitted by changes in perceptions of human genetic variation induced by our interventions. Approximately 18%-44% of the total reduction in racial bias was significantly associated with changes in perceptions of human
genetic variation. Arguably, then, at least 18%-44% of the changes in racial bias we observed in each RCT was due to learning and not to social desirability bias. This implies that the remaining reductions in racial bias we observed actually are attributable to social desirability bias. Yet, in the supplemental we report additional findings from RCT 3 to demonstrate that the intervention effects on racial bias were not moderated by social desirability bias. Studies could estimate the impact of social desirability bias through a factorial design that randomizes a humane genetics education along with the presence or absence of clear anti-racist norms. If the effects of a humane genetics education are larger when anti-racist norms are present, and if these effects are not mediated by changes in how students perceive human genetic variation, then this would undercut our argument that learning about human genetic variation reduces racial bias.

A related alternative explanation for our findings is an experimenter demand effect, which is when people change their behavior in a study to conform to the subjective interpretations of the purpose of a study (Zizzo, 2008). Yet, experimenter demand effects are part and parcel of a humane genetics education. Schooling is a cultural endeavor where students become enculturated into a group by learning how to be competent users of the group’s conceptual tools (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Lave & Wenger, 1991). Our interventions educated students about the conceptual tools that geneticists have used to combat racism in the culture of science. Thus, a student’s subjective interpretation of the purpose of a humane genetics education is part of the power of it. We want learners to identify with the scientists who have challenged scientific racism and we want them to apply the tools of genetics to combat prejudice in their social worlds. The ultimate purpose of a humane genetics education is to identify with the social norms of anti-racist scientific culture.

Of course, our studies cannot evaluate whether our interventions achieved that ultimate purpose. Our findings say nothing about the domain transfer of these effects or their duration beyond three weeks in the schools we sampled. We have no idea how the knowledge learned in these interventions interacted with students’ social goals, values, and other beliefs to affect their behavior in social domains outside of the biology classroom when students feel that race is salient for judging social behavior. Additionally, longitudinal studies may find that these effects wane or reverse after three weeks because students misremember what they learned (Lewandowsky et al., 2012). We found no evidence of such a ‘Lewandowsky effect’ at our California school site, but this does not mean that our intervention did not backfire at other sites or over longer time periods. In the supplemental we address the issue of intervention backfiring in more depth through a Bayesian analysis of our data. There we argue that the probability of intervention backfiring is relatively small compared to the probability of a clinically significant reduction in racial bias.

**Implications**

In closing, the interaction between cultural context and a humane genetics education needs to be explored before generalizations about the impact of this learning on social behavior are warranted. Nevertheless, our findings provide an initial proof of concept of the social cognitive consequences of a humane genetics education. By helping learners construct accurate perceptions of human genetic variation we reduced racial bias. Previous studies have found that repeated exposure to racial terminology in the biology curriculum can significantly increase belief in genetic essentialism because it leads students to perceive too much genetic variation between races (Donovan, 2017). Since our study is the first to show that the opposite effect is also possible, these results tentatively suggest that biology education is a lever that affects the development of racial bias, for better or worse, when it affects how students perceive genetic variation between racially-
defined populations. When biology education increases the perception that races are genetically different it can increase racial bias, and when it reduces such perceptions, it can decrease racial bias. If this mechanism is correct and generalizable, then the implications of our results for biology education in racially-diverse democracies could not be more apparent in an era when white nationalism is gaining political power in the US and in Europe (Jacobs, 2015).

Racialist political movements use biological essentialism to justify the oppression of minority groups (Omi & Winant, 1994). For example, discredited ideas about the biology of race were used by opponents of Brown vs. Board of Education in arguments to overturn it (Jackson Jr. & Depew, 2017). That opposition was halted, in part, because other scientists used population genetics to discredit the essentialist assumptions upon which opposition to school integration rested (Jackson Jr. & Depew, 2017). Ideas about human genetic variation have been and will continue to be important to policy debates about racial inequality (Byrd & Ray, 2015). Belief in genetic essentialism is still predictive of opposition to racially-ameliorative policies in white (Byrd & Ray, 2015) and non-white adults in the US (Soylu Yalcinkaya et al., 2017).

Since a major purpose of science education is to help learners understand the science behind public policy debates (National Research Council, 2012; J. Osborne & Monk, 2000) we cannot afford to ignore issues of race when we teach about human genetic variation. Unfortunately, current evidence suggests that when youth in predominantly white schools read textbooks describing the prevalence of genetic diseases in racial groups, it significantly increases their belief in genetic essentialism (Donovan, 2014, 2016, 2017). This increase reduces support for policies that redress racial inequality in education probably because it increases students’ tendencies to explain racial disparities in education with genes (Donovan, 2016, 2017). If a 21st century biology education is to prevent the scientific racism of the past as we move into the genomic future, then it will need to offer youth a more humane genetics education than it currently does.

Such a proposition raises questions about the politics of official knowledge (Apple, 1993), particularly who is empowered to teach a humane genetics education? Regarding this question, it is important to point out that, depending on which country is sampled, Castéra and Clément (2014) estimate that 3-62% of biology teachers in European, South-American, African, or Middle-Eastern countries believe that, “Ethnic groups are genetically different and that is why some are superior to others” (e.g. 3% in France; 18% in Senegal; 34% in Poland; 62% in Lebanon). Even semi-nomadic herders in Mongolia exhibit biological essentialist beliefs about groups (Gil-White, 2001). Essentialist thinking appears at a non-zero prevalence in every human population we have gone looking for it (Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010). In the US, representative studies estimate that 4% of preK-12 educators believe that racial inequalities are mainly due to a lower inborn potential to learn among African-Americans (Quinn, 2017).

Arguably, a humane genetics education could produce inhumane outcomes in the hands of such teachers, and there could be some of these teachers anywhere that genetics is taught. However, we demonstrated in RCT 2 that genetic essentialism can be reduced, at least temporarily, in a sample of US adults through our intervention. Thus, it is possible that educating teachers about human genetic variation to challenge faulty assumptions about racial difference could reduce racial biases in the teaching population. Moreover, there are plenty of teachers who do not believe that racial inequalities are due to genetics and these educators could be the first to be empowered to teach a more humane genetics education. Science educators have begun to outline the subject matter knowledge that teachers must possess to teach about genetic variation to reduce racism (Donovan, 2015a) and they have outlined curriculum frameworks for that teaching (J. Beckwith et al., 2017; Donovan, 2015b; Hubbard, 2017a). These frameworks can orient the interested
Humane Genetics Education

educator toward a more humane genetics education. But, more research needs to be done to chart a path through what is certain to be complex educational terrain. Those interested in navigating that path should know that when science shapes our perceptions of human genetic variation it can indirectly shape our prejudices as well. Therefore, teaching and learning about human genetic variation is not socially neutral.
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